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4th Class Work - Week 9 

 

Hi everyone! I hope you are all well! Keep working to the best of your ability as you are all 

doing excellently. Have a great week :) Here is this weeks work: 

 

Monday 25th/05/20 

Maths Wave x1 and revise tables (7 times tables × and ÷) 

Maths  Monday section of Number Sentences 

English Wave x1 

 Read at Home 4  Pg7 Q1-5 

English Creative Writing (Poetry) 

If you could email me your poems to 

msoconnell20@gmail.com, I would love 

to read them. If you cannot, that’s no 

problem too.  

Write a poem based on the title ‘The Time We 

Spring - Cleaned the World’. You could discuss how 

quarantine has changed the way we live, how 

everyone and everything have slowed down. Write 

a minimum of 3 verses with 4 sentences in each 

verse.If you would like to write it out on an A4 

page and decorate it after you can. If not, you can 

decorate it in your copy. It doesn’t have to rhyme. 

I have given a sample poem at the end of this 

document to help you. Best of luck and remember 

you have the whole week to do it! :) 

English Spellings The next 4 spellings 

Independent Reading Continue to read 8 pages from your chosen novel  

Bun Go Barr 4 Read pg 40,41 and do QB Q1-7 

mailto:msoconnell20@gmail.com
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Irish Learning 

Learn the next 5 phrases (listen to recording for 

pronunciation) 

Irish Spellings 

Bí ag Caint - Learn how to spell the 5 phrases you 

are learning e.g phrases (40 - 44).Try your best, 

as I know learning sentences is a little more tricky 

 

Tuesday 26th/05/20 

Maths Wave x1 and revise tables (7 times tables × and ÷) 

Maths  Tuesday section of Number Sentences 

English Wave x1 

Read at Home 4 Pg8 Q1-5 

English Spellings The next 4 spellings 

Independent Reading Continue to read 8 pages from your chosen novel 

Bun Go Barr 4 

Pg41 Q8 and pg42 QD 

Rinne mé dearmad ar = I forgot 

Irish Learning Learn the next 5 phrases  

Irish Spellings Bí ag Caint phrases (40-44) 

 

Wednesday  27th/05/20 

Maths Wave x1 and revise tables (7 times tables × and ÷) 

Maths  Wednesday section of Number Sentences 
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English Wave x1 

Read at Home 4 Pg9 Q1-5 

English Spellings The next 4 spellings 

Independent Reading Continue to read 8 pages from your chosen novel 

Bun Go Barr 4  Pg44 Read QG and do QH and I 

Irish Learning 5 phrases 

Irish Spellings Bí ag Caint phrases (40-44) 

 

Thursday  28th/05/20 

Maths Wave x1 and revise tables (7 times tables × and ÷) 

Maths  Thursday section of Number Sentences 

English Wave x1 

Read at Home 4 Pg10 Q1-5 

English Spellings The next 4 spellings 

Independent Reading Continue to read 8 pages from your chosen novel 

Bun Go Barr 4 

Read pg47 and do QD pg 49 (the pictures and 

words on pg46 might help) 

Cad atá ag teastáil uait? = What do you want? 

Irish Learning 5 phrases 

Irish Spellings Bí ag Caint phrases (40-44) 
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Friday 29th/05/20 

Maths Wave x1 and tables game(7 times tables × and ÷) 

Maths  Friday section of Number Sentences 

English Wave x1 

 Read at Home 4 Pg11 Q1-5 

English Spellings Spelling Test 

Independent Reading Continue to read 8 pages from your chosen novel 

Bun Go Barr 4 Pg50 Read QF and do QG 

Irish Learning Test your Learning 

Irish Spellings 

Spelling Test - Give it your best attempt! Go n-éirí 

an bóthar leat! :) 

 

Extra Work for Children:  

Religion: 

Grow in Love 6th Class ‘Seasonal/Additional Material’ Lesson 5. Videos, activities 

and power-points (click the drop down arrow on the top right and click ‘dashboard’ 

to see the resources) 

Email: trial@growinlove.ie 

Password: growinlove   

Link: https://app.growinlove.ie/en/login 

 

Poetry Sample: 

mailto:trial@growinlove.ie
https://app.growinlove.ie/en/login
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Here are a few verses from the poem ‘The Time We Spring-Cleaned the World’. I 

chose 5 verses (there were 12 in total) from the poem, to show you as an example 

and for help. You can write yours using the same format - 4 sentences a verse. 
 

The Time We Spring-Cleaned the World 

by Laura Gribbons 

 

The world it got so busy, 

There were people all around. 

They left their germs behind them; 

In the air and on the ground. 

 

We couldn’t go to cinemas 

Or restaurants for our tea. 

There was no football or parties, 

The world got as quiet as can be. 

 

The whole world was washing their hands 

And building super toilet roll forts! 

Outside was quiet and peaceful, 

Now home was the place for all sports. 

 

So we played in the world that was home 

And our days filled up with fun and love, 

And the germs they grew smaller and smaller 

And the sun watched from up above. 

 

Then one morning the sun woke up early, 

She smiled and stretched her beams wide. 

The world had been fully spring cleaned, 

It was time to go back outside! 
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Optional Work and Activities for Children: 

 

Science - Body Defences:  

https://www.dkfindout.com/us/human-body/body-defenses/  

For this, click on the different headings on the diagram to read about Body 

Defences. 

 

History - The Bronze Age: 

https://www.dkfindout.com/us/history/bronze-age/  

For this, click on the different pictures to read about The Bronze Age.   

 

Geography - Rivers: 

https://www.dkfindout.com/us/earth/rivers/   

For this, click on the different headings on the diagram to read about Rivers. 

https://www.dkfindout.com/us/human-body/body-defenses/
https://www.dkfindout.com/us/history/bronze-age/
https://www.dkfindout.com/us/earth/rivers/

